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Erdõs,Viktor 2634
Marin,Mihail 2552

ITA-chT Bratto (4) 29.04.2013

This game was played in the fourth
round of the event. My opponent is one
of the strongest romanian GM-s and
famous for being a great author of
many chess books and aricles. He was
also a second of Judit Polgar once (or
still? I don't know).
During my preparation it turned out that
my opponent plays rarely nowadays
and usually opts for openings which
require more understanding than
theoretical knowledge. After some
serious consideration I put my faith to
my "old" first move 1.d4! I was
expecting Queen's- or Bogoindian
defence.  1.d4  e6 My opponent doesn't
allow me the Trompowski (1...�f6 2.
�g5), but this time I would have gone
for it.  2.Cf3 I rarely use this move
order. Its aim is to avoid the Keres
System (2.c4 �b4) which is I would say
" a more flexible" kind of Bogoindian.

 Cf6 Marin was not curious what I had
planned against 2...c5. 3.c4 or 3.e4 so
as to play the Sicilian perhaps? I won't
tell you this time :).  3.c4  Ab4+  4.Cbd2
Here he usually plays some rare lines
(such as 4...a5; 4...d5). During my
preparation I also looked at a bit of 4...
b6.  0-0!? Nice, almost got me
unprepared :).  5.a3  Ae7  6.e4
Apart from the text move, I tried 6.g3
and 6.b4 with no succees in the
opening. This time however I found out
that Marin wasn't intending to enter the
higly complicated lines arise after 6. e4
d5!, but to give a try to the relatively
undiscovered 6...d6. That didn't look
scary enough, so I had no reasons not
to take control over the whole center

immediately!  d6!? Passive-looking
move, with some nasty positional ideas
behind the scenes! :)

 [Some really fighting main lines go
like:  6...d5  7.e5  ( 7.Ad3  c5  8.dxc5

 dxe4  9.Cxe4  Cxe4  10.Axe4  Dxd1+
 11.Rxd1  a5!? ) 7...Cfd7  8.Ad3  c5
 9.h4!?  h6  ( 9...g6  10.h5 ) 10.Ab1 ]

 7.Dc2!? This move got my attention
during my preparation. Its idea is to
avoid black's hidden resource after 7.
�d3, the move 7...e5! Now white wants
to play 8.�d3 and then 9.e5 if allowed,

 [ 7.Ad3  e5!  8.b4  exd4  9.Cxd4  Cfd7
 10.Tb1  a5  11.0-0  Af6  12.Cc2  axb4
 13.axb4  Cc6  14.Ce3  Cb6  15.Cd5
 Cxd5  16.cxd5  Ce5  17.Ae2  c6=
and black equalised comfortably,
Rodshtein - Gharamian, Cappelle la
Granda 2013 ]

 [ 7.Ae2 looks to me slightly passive,
nevertheless reasonable move. White
had some symbolic advantage, but
the position was easily held by black.

 Cbd7  8.b4  e5  9.Ab2  a5  10.0-0
 exd4  11.Cxd4  Te8  12.Dc2  Af8
 13.C4b3  axb4  14.axb4  Txa1
 15.Txa1  c6  16.Af1  d5! Just in time!
 17.exd5  Axb4  18.dxc6  bxc6  19.Cd4
 Dc7 Gelfand - Radjabov, London
2013 ]

 [ 7.b3 also lets black to push 7...e5!
 e5!

 A)  8.dxe5  dxe5  9.Ab2  ( 9.Cxe5?
 Dd4 ) 9...Cc6  10.Cxe5?!
White can grab a pawn, but this
hands the initiative to black.  Cxe5

 11.Axe5  Ac5  ( 11...Cg4  12.Ag3  f5
 13.exf5 ) 12.Ae2  De7  13.Ac3  Td8!
 ( 13...Cxe4  14.Cxe4  Dxe4  15.0-0 )
 14.Af3 and here black has many
interesting possibilities like:  Ad4

 ( 14...Ag4 ; 14...Cxe4  15.Axe4  f5 );
 B)  8.Ab2  exd4  9.Cxd4  Cc6
 10.Cb5?! This move looks weird.
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 Cd7  11.Ad3  Cc5  12.Ac2  a6
 13.Cc3  Af6  (Possibly a better
continuation would have been:

 13...Ce5!?  14.De2  Ag5 ) 14.0-0
 Cd4  15.Rh1  c6 This was played in
Olszewski - Kir. Georgiev in the first
round of the tournament. The game
caught my attention, and the
reason why I checked this line a bit
before my present game. ]

 [ 7.b4!?  a5  ( 7...e5  8.Ab2  exd4
 9.Cxd4  a5 ) 8.b5  e5  9.Ab2
is actually a similar idea I employed
in the game. ]

 7...Cfd7!? This move - came after 5
minutes of thought - has really suprised
me. It makes really strange impression,
however it is quiet "tricky" (in positional
terms of course) at the same time. After
some 20-25 minutes of deep
consideration, I have chosen an
unusual concept.

 [ 7...c5
 A)  8.e5 is complicated but doesn't
give anything special for white.

 dxe5  9.dxe5  Cfd7  10.Ad3  h6
 ( 10...Cc6?!  11.Axh7+  Rh8  12.Ae4
 Cdxe5  13.Cxe5  Cxe5  14.Dc3! )
 11.0-0  ( 11.Cb3  Cc6  12.Af4  g5
 13.De2  gxf4  14.De4  f5  15.exf6
 Txf6  16.Dh7+  Rf8� ) 11...Cc6
 12.Te1  Dc7  13.Dc3  Td8
 14.Ac2� ;
 B)  8.d5  Cbd7  9.Ad3  e5�
is another story. White is slightly
better, thanks to space
advantage. ]

 [ 7...Cbd7 could be tried, but this
knight belongs to here when the
centre is closed (white's pawn is on
d5 black's is on e5) already.  8.b4

 ( 8.e5?  dxe5  9.dxe5  Cg4  10.De4
 f5! ) 8...e5  9.Ab2  exd4  10.Cxd4� ]

 8.b4
 [ 8.b3  e5  9.Ab2  ( 9.d5  a5  10.Ab2

 Ca6� ) 9...exd4  10.Cxd4  Cc6
 ( 10...Af6 ) 11.Cxc6  bxc6
In my opinion this structure is not too
dangerous for the second player.

 12.Ae2  Af6
 A)  13.0-0  a5  ( 13...c5 );
 B)  13.Axf6  Dxf6  14.0-0  Cc5� ]

 8...a5  9.b5!? A strange plan is
answered by a slightly unortodox
concept! Marin stared at me when I
was playing it, looked suprised, and
started to play quickly.

 [ 9.Ab2  axb4  10.axb4  Txa1+
 11.Axa1  e5

 A)  12.dxe5  Cxe5  13.Ae2
 ( 13.Cxe5?!  dxe5  14.c5  Cc6 )
 13...Ca6 ;
 B)  12.d5  Ca6  13.Ac3  c5!  14.dxc6
 bxc6  15.Ae2  Db6  16.Db2�
didn't convince me. ]

 9...e5  10.Ab2  exd4  11.Cxd4
I surrended the "c5" square, and I got a
beautiful knight on "d4" in return, the
square "c6" is no longer available for
the black pieces, which means he
cannot exchange a pair of knight which
would ease his position (old chess
principle: lacking space? Exchange
some of them; less pieces less
problem)!. I retained my space
advantage as well, so I can comfortably
finish my development.  Cc5  12.g3!?

 [ 12.Ae2 would have been normal,
but fianchettoing the bishop
impressed me more. Fortunately I
have enough time to make it work,
since black has no real attacking
possibiliy. ]

 12...Cbd7
 [ 12...b6  13.Ag2  Ab7  14.0-0  Af6
 15.Tad1 was another way to play.
After  Te8  16.Tfe1  Cbd7 white may
continue with  17.Cb1!? trying to put it
to "d5" and he is somewhat better. ]

 13.Ag2  Cb6  14.Td1! It was wise not
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to allow 14...�ba4, exchanging my
strong bishop.  Ag4 Forcing the
weakening 15.f3 looks like a sensible
way to play.

 [ 14...Te8 was the alternative, and
play may follow  15.0-0  Af6  16.Tfe1

 g6  17.Cf1!? I prefer white here.
 ( 17.h3 )]

 15.f3  Ad7  16.0-0 I had already
checked this positon a bit when I was
considering to play 8.b4! But calculating
and evaluating so many absolutely new
positions cost a huge amount of time of
course. But the result is nice, however I
"wasted" 25 min for making the right
plan the next 8 moves were easy to
make (I used max, 5 min), so avragely I
spent approximately 3 min of each
move which is not that bad in an
unknown positon :).
Frankly speaking I didn't think if I have
advantage here in particular, but I
thought white's play is fairly easier, by
means of having space advantage and
three active minor pieces. I would add
that black knights look nice, but they
don't harm white too much.  c6?!
Right before this move my opponent
has fallen into deep thinking for the first
time in the game, and finally chose to
play this weekening move. My guess
he was not satisfied with his situation
and wanted to gain some counterplay.
Had I played on the black side of the
board I would probably have chosen to
play 16...�e8 and then 17...�f8 or 17...
�f6.  17.bxc6 Of course, I don't let
black to open the "c" line.

 [ 17.f4  cxb5  18.cxb5  Tc8� ]
 17...bxc6  18.f4 � Now I'm standing
better for sure. My opening strategy
worked out well.  Dc7  19.C2f3

 [Looks premature:  19.Cf5  Axf5
 20.exf5  Tfe8 ]

 19...Tab8  20.Aa1  a4  21.Rh1!?

One more prophylactical move. There
is no need to hurry.  Tfe8

 [ 21...Cb3  22.Cxb3  axb3  23.Dxb3
 Ae6 hardly gives enough counterplay
for the pawn. ]

 22.e5! Now it is the time to act!
 [I checked  22.Cg5 as well, but it
looked to complicated. For example:

 f6!? looks highly suspicous, but could
be the most cautios way to meet the
knight jump.  (After  22...h6
white reveals his idea:  23.Cxf7  Rxf7

 24.e5!� white has an interesting
attacking position. ; 22...Axg5

 23.fxg5� )]
 [ 22.Ch4 is original, but not good
enough. ]

 22...dxe5? Unexpected mistake from
my opponent, black drops his "c6"
pawn for nothing.

 [ 22...d5 is the best move of course.
Now I give you some very interesting
lines how the game could have
continued.  23.cxd5  ( 23.Cg5!?  Axg5

 24.cxd5 - 23.cxd5 )
 A)  23...cxd5

 A1)  24.f5!?  ∆Cc4
 A1a)  25.f6  Ce3!  ( 25...gxf6?
 26.Cg5!  fxg5  27.Txf7!
I saw this fantastic idea during
the game, but naturally there is
no need for black to allow it :).

 Ce4  28.Axe4  dxe4  29.e6
 Axe6  30.Tg7+ ) 26.Dc1  Cxf1
 27.fxe7  Cxg3+  28.hxg3  Txe7 ;
 A1b)  25.e6!  fxe6  26.fxe6  Ac8
No human would ever consider
such a move in his calculation
during the game, but I give this
line, because that is the best
according to Houdini. Let's see
how he punishes itself :)!

 ( 26...Ce3  27.Dc1 ; 26...Cxe6
 27.Cxe6  Axe6  28.Cd4+- )
 27.Cf5  Cxe6  28.C3d4!  Af8
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 ( 28...Cxd4  29.Axd4  Axf5
 30.Axd5+  Rh8  31.Txf5+- )
 29.Tde1  Cd6  30.Dxc7  Cxc7
 31.Txe8  Cdxe8  ( 31...Ccxe8
 32.Ch6+  gxh6  33.Axd5+  Rg7
 34.Cc6+ ) 32.Cc6! The fine
point of the coumputer's idea!
Now mate is threatened so
black loses his rook.  Axf5

 33.Cxb8� ;
 A2)  24.Cg5  Axg5  25.fxg5  Te7�
Looks like to be the most
stubborn way of playing. However
white still has the upper hand.

 ( After  25...Tbc8? a nice but
typical sacrifice would destroy
black's monarch.  26.Txf7!  Rxf7

 27.Dxh7  Ae6  28.g6+  Re7
 29.Dxg7+  Rd8  30.Df6+  De7
 31.Cxe6+  Cxe6  32.Axd5+- )
 26.Dc3  ( 26.e6  fxe6 ) 26...Tc8
 27.Tc1� ;

 B)  23...Cxd5  24.Cg5
 B1)  24...g6?  25.Cxf7!  Ce3
 ( 25...Rxf7  26.f5!+- ) 26.Ch6+
 Rg7  27.e6  Rxh6  ( 27...Cxc2?
 28.Cdf5+  Rf8  29.Ag7# )
 28.Dc3+- ;
 B2)  24...Axg5

 B2a)  25.fxg5!?  Db6
 ( 25...Da5 ; 25...Ce3  26.Dxc5 )
 26.Tb1  ( 26.Df2  Te7  27.Cf5
 Axf5  28.Ad4  Cd3  29.Axb6
 Cxf2+  30.Axf2 ) 26...Cb3
 27.e6!  Axe6  28.Cxb3  axb3
 29.Db2  f6  30.gxf6  Af7  31.fxg7
 Te7� ;
 B2b)  25.Dxc5  Ae7  26.Dc1!

 B2b1)  26...Da7?  27.Cxc6
 Axc6  28.Dxc6  Ce3
 29.Ad4+- ;
 B2b2)  26...Db6?  27.f5  Af8
 28.e6  fxe6  29.fxe6  Axe6
 30.Cxc6  Tec8  ( 30...Tbc8
 31.Dg5!+- ) 31.Txd5  Dxc6

 32.Dg5 ;
 B2b3)  26...Db7  27.Tfe1�
White must be better, he has
fantastic coordination. 27. f5
might be considered as well. ]

 23.Cxe5�  Af8?!
 [ 23...Af6 was better. ]

 24.Cdxc6?!
 [ 24.Cxf7!! The text is not bad but this
magnificent sacrifice could have
finished my opponent off immediately.

 Rxf7  ( 24...Ag4  25.Cg5  g6
 26.Cxc6!?  Axd1  27.Txd1+- )
 25.Dxh7! Black has no way to stop
white's attack. For instance, after:

 Ce4  26.Cf3!+- decides outright. ]
 24...Tbc8  25.Ad4!? Doesn't let black
to play 25...�b3.  Te6

 [ 25...Axc6 Objectively speaking
doesn't give any relief either. But still I
would have needed to find some
accurate moves like:  26.Cxc6  Cb3

 A)  27.c5  Cd7!  ( 27...Cxd4
 28.Txd4  Cd7  29.Tc4 ) 28.Ae5
 Cxe5  29.fxe5  Cxc5  30.Ad5  Ce6
 31.Dxa4 is far from being simple. ;
 B)  27.Ag1!  Axa3  28.Df5!  Te6
 29.Axb6!  Dxb6  30.Ce5  Tf8
 31.Cd7+- ]

 26.Cb4!  Tee8?! Passive, a better try is
26...�d6. Here "there was something in
the air" but I failed to spot the one very
move in my calculation. I was also short
of time (I had max. 5 minutes left).

 27.Ag1 Calm and solid, but there were
two better moves in white's pocket.

 [ 27.Axc5!  Axc5  28.Ca6!  Da7
 29.Cxc5  Txc5  30.Df2  Tec8
 ( 30...Tc7  31.Td6 ) 31.Td6  Ae8
 32.Tb1! was my originally calculated
line I had planned to play, but
suddenly I got scared of an
astonishing sarcifice of the knight...

 Cxc4  ( 32...Cd7  33.Cxd7  Axd7
 34.Tb7 ) 33.Cxc4  Dc7 failing to
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remember that I still have  ( 33...De7
 34.De3+- ) 34.Tb7! which decides
immediately. ]

 [ 27.Ca6 looked nice as well, but
 Cxa6  28.Axb6  Dxb6  29.Txd7  Tc7
For some reason I thought it's too
early for me to force the play like this.
Houdini proves I was absolutely
wrong.  30.Txf7!! Again I missed this
charming move, the computer's main
line is really impressive, take a look
at:  ( 30.Tb1!  De3  31.Txf7!! )

 30...Txf7  31.Cxf7  Rxf7  32.Ad5+  Rf6
 33.Dxh7  Re7  34.Td1!  Db3  35.Dh5!
 g6  36.De2+  Rf6  37.Dxe8  Dxd1+
 38.Rg2  Dc2+  39.Rh3  Df5+  40.g4
 Dxf4  41.Dxf8+ Just fantastic! ]

 27...Ted8
 [ 27...Ae6  28.Cd5+- ]

 28.Cxd7  Txd7  29.Cc6
 [ 29.Ca6! I saw this one, but I didn't
believe in my calculation. My
common advice is to everyone: try to
avoid time trouble! :)  Dd8  ( 29...Da7

 30.Cxc5  Axc5  31.Ah3  Txd1
 32.Txd1  Db7+  33.Dg2+- ) 30.Cxc5
 Axc5  31.Ah3!+- ]

 29...Txd1?! It looks like that Marin
already gave up. He could put up more
resistance than what he did in the
game.

 [ �29...Td6 ]
 30.Txd1  Cb3?! Seeking for
counterchances but this is loosing at
once.

 [ 30...Te8 ]
 31.Df5! This spectacular move decides
the game.  g6

 [ 31...Te8  32.Db5  ( 32.c5  Dc8
 33.Dxc8  Cxc8  34.Ce5 ) 32...Cd7
 33.Ce5  Cf6  34.Dxa4 ]
 [ 31...Axa3  32.Axb6 ]

 32.Db5 The essence of the previous
move.  Cd7  33.Ce7+

 [ 33.Ce7+  Axe7  34.Txd7  Dxc4

 35.Dxc4  Txc4  36.Txe7 is hopeless,
so my opponent resigned. ]

1-0


